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	These are exciting times for those who live and work with technology every day, whether they are young people who have been using technology since birth, or, like many others, have had to adapt to it.

	

	It is an exciting moment because in recent years there is no other example of technology that has changed our lives so dramatically as has the evolution of the mobile device.

	

	Since in knowing the past you’ll be more prepared to understand the present and help create the future, in this book we’ll precede our discussion of how to get there with a short history of smartphones, with our beloved iPhone or iPad in hand.


	With Pro iOS Web Design and Development, you’ll design websites and develop web applications for iPhone and iPad using web standards deployed with Apple's Safari browser.


	Utilizing the very latest web and mobile technologies and releases, this book shows every web professional how to use HTML5 to do the heavy lifting, CSS3 to create the look and feel, and JavaScript to add program logic to their mobile sites and Web applications.


	In addition, you’ll learn how to address the specific features made available through Apple's iOS, especially with regard to designing Web-based touch-screen interfaces.


	Pro iOS Web Design and Development will help you deliver rich mobile user experiences without compromise by optimizing your sites for WebKit and Safari, the de facto standard for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Design an optimal website for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.
	
		Use web standards to develop professional sites on Apple’s key platforms and see why this is important for Web developers and designers.
	
		Take advantage of Apple’s multi-touch screen technology in your Web apps, maximizing user experience and accessibility. 
	
		Carry out usability testing for mobile websites and Web apps.
	
		Define an agile project flow optimized for mobile development.
	
		Use a cognitive approach to UI design using the laws of perception, color psychology theory, and the concepts behind positive and negative space.  



	Who this book is for


	Web designers who are interested in mobile Web design and/or mobile Web development; desktop developers who are interested in mobile Web application development; or any Web professional who wants to learn how to design and develop for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.
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FreeRADIUS Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	This is a fast-paced Beginner's Guide that will take you step by step through the fundamentals of FreeRADIUS and using it in your live projects. It has been structured in a way that will let you get maximum practical information out of it in setting up your own FreeRADIUS server. It will guide you on all the aspects of FreeRADIUS and do...
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Cartoon Cool: How to Draw New Retro-Style CharactersWatson-Guptill, 2005
Love that Sponge Bob?  Always lurking in Dexter’s lab?  Wishing for Fairly Odd Parents?  Millions of fans watch these shows avidly, often solely for their zingy, stylized look and hip visual jokes.  Now there’s a drawing book just right for everyone who admires that quirky style: Cartoon Cool.  Top-selling author Christopher Hart shows...
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Database of Piano Chords: An Engineering View of Harmony (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Database of Piano Chords: An Engineering View of Harmony includes a unique database of piano chords developed exclusively for music research purposes, and outlines the key advantages to using this dataset to further one’s research. The book also describes the physical bases of the occidental music chords and the influence used in...
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Mastering System Center Operations Manager 2007Sybex, 2007
Harness Microsoft's Powerful Server Management Tool
   If you're an IT professional, you're busy enough trying to manage multiple systems and stay proactive with the technology demands of today's fast-moving companies. System Center Operations Manager 2007 is designed to make your life easier—and this comprehensive book...
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Graph Classification and Clustering Based on Vector Space EmbeddingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	Due to the ability of graphs to represent properties of entities and binary relations at the same time, a growing interest in graph based object repre sentation can be observed in science and engineering. Yet, graphs are still not the common data structure in pattern recognition and related fields. The reason for this is twofold. First,...
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Advances in Enterprise Information Technology Security (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
In the last decade information and computer security is mainly moving from the confines of academia to the enterprise concerns. As populations become more and more comfortable with the extensive use of networks and the Internet, as our reliance on the knowledge-intensive technology grows, and as progress in the computer software and wireless...
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